This chapter provides an introduction to the tools SAP offers to help provision data for SAP HANA. It begins with a look into what types of tools you have to choose from; then, it dives a little deeper into what sets each tool apart.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When it comes to data provisioning, most companies have to work with the data and the tools they have. We hope this book will help you make the right choices as you navigate provisioning data to SAP HANA.

If you deal with data, whether large or small, you’ll probably ask yourself at some point, “How can I get this file/table/extract/feed into SAP HANA?”

If you haven’t heard this question a hundred times already, you will soon. Project managers schedule meetings on this question; analysts ping every IT contact they know searching for a quick answer. When asking an SAP HANA consultant, the answers might border on endless. The alphabet soup of solutions and tool names can be confusing even to seasoned SAP users.

Whether you’re an IT executive or a developer, your customers are probably asking this question, and your goal should be to provide a simple answer, which will require at least a cursory understanding of the available tools, an inventory of the tools currently available to you, and a methodology for determining the best solution for your users’ circumstances. This book aims to strengthen you in all three areas, so that you can quickly and confidently leverage SAP HANA’s in-memory computing to support your organization. First, let’s look into what types of tools we have to choose from; then, we’ll dive a little deeper into what sets each tool apart.

1.1 What Are the Tools for Provisioning Data?

The hardest part is usually getting started. We’ll cover six tools in depth in this book, but we can group them into three categories to help you quickly decide where to focus your efforts: ETL (extract, transform, and load); cleansing; and replication. Let’s briefly define each category and see how the six tools fall into each category; then, we can dive a little deeper into what separates these tools from others in the market.
Often, to be clear and concise, the meticulous grouping of functionalities into acronyms can have the opposite effect. Suddenly, rather than saying, “You can use SAP HANA’s built-in ETL tool,” you might end up saying, “You can use SDI via SDA and a Data Provisioning Agent server.” Despite meaning the same thing, the latter statement can easily result in hours researching and making lists of pros and cons.

But, ultimately, each tool has its place, and in this section, we’ll clarify the overarching use case for each. First, SAP HANA smart data integration (SDI) is a tool primarily focused on getting your SAP HANA system up and running as quickly as possible by being bundled with the platform natively. Next, SAP Data Services is designed to create a common language across your organization, which may or may not include SAP HANA, and facilitate data movements. Third, SAP Agile Data Preparation peeks behind the curtain a bit to allow business users build their own joins and lookups on source data. Finally, the SAP Landscape Transformation Replication Server (SAP LT Replication Server) is a tool that you can use to quickly put SAP HANA to work and start querying massive amounts of SAP data.

Separating the tools into these broader categories hopefully points to a larger theme in this book, which is that no one tool can do it all, all the time. More often than not, a combination of these tools is required to support a large organization with data spread out across multiple SAP and non-SAP systems.

We’ll look at each tool independently to understand its strengths and weaknesses and its place in the IT landscape. If you already know which tools you plan to use, skip to the specific chapter for the nuts and bolts of utilizing the tool in your provisioning strategy.

### 1.1.1 Extract, Transform, and Load

ETL products enable you to manipulate your data before loading the data into SAP HANA. By offering standardization and reproducible data enhancements, ETL tools can greatly improve analyst productivity by removing repetitive tasks from the daily workload. If a user mentions they need to download or export the data into Excel so that the data can be “massaged” or “cleaned up” before uploading, an ETL tool can be inserted into the process to automate those tasks, thus allowing your analysts to focus on analysis. When provisioning SAP HANA, if one of your users says, “I have a file,” the first question you should ask is “How do you get this file?” The answer will help you decide between the two provisioning tools found in this group, as follows:

- SAP Data Services
- SAP HANA smart data integration (SDI)

### SAP Data Services

SAP Data Services is a one-stop-ETL-shop for SAP data integration. Other ETL tools exists, of course, such as Informatics, SSIS, and open source options such as Pentaho, but for multisystem integration in a mixed landscape that includes any amount SAP software, SAP Data Services is the ETL tool of choice because of ability to natively access SAP programs and its change data capture options. However, using SAP is not a prerequisite for using SAP Data Services.

SAP Data Services’ primary function is to provide a layer across all data storage devices in your organization, both on-premise and in the cloud. SAP Data Services includes eight customized ODBC adapters, can utilize JDBC connections, parse Hadoop file stores, import web services for software-as-a-service (SaaS) integrations, open FTP and SFTP file locations, connect to Samba and Windows shares, and in a pinch even leverage Windows and Unix shell commands and custom Python scripts. In terms of data storage, SAP Data Services levels the playing field by providing a single syntax to interface with all these storage options. Let’s look at a few examples to expand on this topic from a developer’s point of view.

### The Tool of Many Names

Another common name for SAP Data Services is the “Data Integrator (DI)” or the “SAP BusinessObjects Data Integrator (BODI),” which is used to refer to the same tool, minus the data quality transforms used for data cleansing. This licensing difference is often overlooked by developers who may simply refer to the tool as SAP Data Services.

For anyone who has worked with any type of data, SQL (Structured Query Language) is not a new term. But, too often, many forget that not all SQL is created equal. Every database has its own unique features and solutions for certain tasks and, thus, also unique syntax requirements. Let’s say, for example, we’d like to see the top 10 customers by total sales and the relevant vice president at each client company. Let’s assume we have this data stored in a single table, structured like the records shown in Table 1.1. The records in this table might exist in any database as exact duplicates, but the way in which the database is asked for records can change drastically from system to system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VP First Name</th>
<th>VP Last Name</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Sales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>Doe</td>
<td>ABC Co.</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane</td>
<td>Doe</td>
<td>XYC Inc.</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1 Customers with Sales Information
Now, let's look at some different SQL syntaxes, depending on the database that stores this table. For a table in Oracle, a developer would need to write a query that looks something like Listing 1.1. Oracle utilizes a double pipe (||) to concatenate strings and includes a useful rownum reserve name for tracking result set values, which can then be used.

```sql
Select VP_FIRST_NAME || ' ' || VP_LAST_NAME as VP_NAME,
       sum(sales) from table1 where rownum <= 10
       group by CUSTOMER order by sum(sales)
```

Listing 1.1 Oracle Syntax

For a table in Microsoft SQL Server, a developer would need to write a query that looks something like Listing 1.2. Microsoft SQL Server doesn’t have a rownum object that can be referenced; instead, the keyword top will select the top n number of records. Microsoft SQL Server also uses plus signs (+) for concatenation.

```sql
Select top 10
       VP_FIRST_name + ' ' + VP_LAST_NAME as VP
       Customer,
       sum(sales) from table1
       group by CUSTOMER order by sum(sales)
```

Listing 1.2 Microsoft SQL Server Syntax

For a table in PostgreSQL, you would write a query like the one in Listing 1.3. PostgreSQL, like Oracle, uses double pipes to tie strings together; however, unlike both Oracle and the Microsoft SQL Server, you’ll use a different keyword, limit, to restrict our result set to the top 10.

```sql
Select VP_FIRST_name || ' ' || VP_LAST_NAME
       Customer,
       sum(sales) from table1
       group by CUSTOMER order by sum(sales)
       limit 10
```

Listing 1.3 PostgreSQL Syntax

Even within the same database brand, differences among versions can also result in syntactical changes and, over time, through new releases, result in better ways to execute code. SAP Data Services enables ETL developers to ignore these differences in code, often without having to write any code at all.

The SAP Data Services user interface is primarily drag-and-drop. Rather than writing SELECT statements, although the option is available, you can import the table metadata and map columns from the source table to the target table by dragging and dropping columns and dragging. Queries are no longer lines of code but boxes that house all the individual configuration panels, dropdown menus, and function calls that make up a query. Once the configuration is satisfactory, the SAP Data Services application server executes the code by translating the configuration into the necessary SQL syntax required by both the source and target databases. An example of an SAP Data Services job is shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 An Example SAP Data Services Job

For example, a common data transformation involves the location of a substring within a string. In SAP Data Services, similar to other programing languages, this transformation is known as an Index() function. Let’s say we have, as shown in Table 1.2, an example dataset that includes product codes and descriptions that no longer meet the business definition; thus, data manipulation is required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT_CODE_LONG</th>
<th>PRODUCT_NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB-123</td>
<td>Cotton Swabs 500 Ct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KP-345</td>
<td>Cotton Swabs 1000 Ct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2 Example Dataset
Perhaps a business requirement is to remove the text before the dash in a product code before sending the data to another system. A common solution for this in SAP Data Services is to leverage the index function along with a left trim (ltrim). The SAP Data Services code would look as follows:

```sql
ltrim(PRODUCT_CODE_LONG, 1, index(PRODUCT_CODE_LONG, '-', 1))
```

Regardless of the source database, this line of code will not require alternate syntax. With SAP Data Services, you don’t need to know that Oracle equivalent `Index()` function is called `Instr()` or that, to trim off the left side of a string in Microsoft SQL Server, the function `Right()` is required. Let’s not forget that this data might not be in a database at all! Instead, the data could be in an Excel file or even stored within a third-party cloud solution such as Salesforce.com. Regardless, SAP Data Services will determine the proper syntax required for the transformation logic.

If your organization needs to cast a wide net to unify numerous databases and perform complex data transformations, SAP Data Services is likely to be the preferred option. But what if your scope isn’t that wide? Other ETL tools are available to you, including one already built into the SAP HANA platform itself: SDI. However, to work with data not already inside SAP HANA, we’ll need to look at another component first, SAP HANA smart data access (SDA). While not specifically an ETL tool, we’ll discuss SDA because of its importance when leveraging SDI.

**SAP HANA Smart Data Access**

SDA is another piece of that SAP HANA platform. You might notice that this tool is not of specific to data provisioning. SDA provides a window into another database, thus allowing you to view and query without having to copy that data over to SAP HANA. The data never leaves its source system and is never written to the SAP HANA hard disk when leveraging SDA. However, you can see the data directly within your SAP HANA development environment under the **Provisioning** folder, as shown in Figure 1.2, which allows you to create remote sources and import virtual tables.

![Figure 1.2 SDA from the Provisioning Folder in SAP HANA Studio](image)

However, as you can probably guess, SDA’s virtual tables can be leveraged by SDI as source tables to facilitate an SAP HANA-based ETL solution, with, of course, some limitations. At the time of this writing, SDA in SAP HANA 2.0 includes the following 17 ODBC connections out of the box:

- ASE
- TERADATA
- IQ
- SAP HANA
- HADOOP
- GENERIC ODBC
- ORACLE
- MSSQL
- NETEZZA

![Figure 1.3 SDA Virtual Tables](image)
SDA also includes four destinations so you can leverage external procedure calls on your data when SAP HANA is not appropriate, for example, when using the open-source machine learning library TensorFlow or an rServe server. The four destinations are as follows.

- HADOOP
- SPARK SQL
- rSERVE
- GRPC

As long as these built-in ODBC connections meet your requirements, SDA might be all you need. SDI can simply refer to the virtual tables exposed by these SDA adapters as source tables, execute the SQL required, and then write the results to disk in SAP HANA. But, if you have source systems not accessible via the adapters listed above, one additional piece of software can be leveraged to extend beyond SDA’s predelivered ODBC adapters—SDI.

**SAP HANA Smart Data Integration**

Also an ETL tool, SDI offers much the same core functionality as SAP Data Services. SDI can leverage all the ODBC connections mentioned previously plus an additional 20 Java adapters have been developed by SAP and are distributed via the Data Provisioning Agent. Additionally, if these prebuilt solutions still don’t meet your needs, you can extend SDI’s integration further by writing your own Java adapter utilizing the SAP HANA Adapter software development kit (SDK).

One key difference between SDI and SAP Data Services is that, if you already have SAP HANA, you already have SDI. As a core component of the SAP HANA platform, every version of SAP HANA from SP 09 on has SDI built in and ready to deploy. If additional adapters are required, for example, for reading from a flat file or for connecting to a web service, you’ll need to complete an extra step first: You’ll need to deploy the Data Provisioning Agent, shown in Figure 1.4. The SAP HANA Data Provisioning Agent Configuration screen allows you to deploy 20 additional Java adapters to supplement the adapters already provided by SDA.

**Why a separate piece of software?** For SAP, this segregation of duties isolates the database from the data transfer mechanism and ensures that the processing power required by and promised to the SAP HANA system remains unaffected. Thus, SAP recommends utilizing a second server or a virtual machine (either Linux or Windows) to run the Data Provisioning Agent, from which your Data Provisioning Agent adapters will be deployed. Luckily, this free and lightweight piece of software can even be run locally on a typical developer’s laptop for testing purposes.

Another significant difference between the two tools is that, with the changes that have come with SAP HANA extended application services, advanced model (SAP HANA XSA) in SAP HANA 2.0, SDI development can be done completely in a web browser via the SAP Web IDE, as shown in Figure 1.5, which shows two tables being joined, but no output has been created. This web-based feature can greatly simplify processes and reduce the effort required for developer onboarding. Simply grant developers the appropriate role while creating their user and provide the link. No need to install client tools with the appropriate version, or even SAP HANA Studio or
Eclipse, the original development IDEs for SDI. SDI flowgraphs can be built using the SAP Web IDE, an SAP HANA XSA application accessible via a web browser.

Finally, the largest difference between the two tools involves their overall purposes. SDI’s purpose is to provision SAP HANA. Though packed with data federation options and extensibility via the SDK, SDA’s primary function is to load data into SAP HANA, not into other systems. While loading data into SAP HANA is probably your immediate goal, keep in mind your organization’s long-term goals. If loading an array of multiple databases other than SAP HANA is not a concern at the moment, SDI might be the perfect fit.

SDI is a feature-rich ETL solution capable of meeting many, if not all, of your SAP HANA provisioning requirements. In Chapter 2, we’ll cover how to get started developing SDI flowgraphs, how to set up the Data Provisioning Agent (as well as deploying its most common adapters), and how to leverage them in an SDI-based ETL solution. But, what if the data to be pulled into your SAP HANA environment isn’t quite up to par? As an aside, this book will also cover a few specific transformations within SDI in depth that call under their own acronym: SAP HANA smart data quality (SDQ).

### 1.1.2 Cleansing

While similar to ETL (and in the case of SAP Data Services bundled with cleansing tools), cleansing requires a different type of logic, something smarter. Where ETL tools will leverage joins by matching two keys exactly, cleansing leverages fuzzy joins and looks for likely matches with some degree of confidence. The goal of a cleansing tool is to find out whether a given piece of data captures the intent of the user who entered it. If you’ve ever been unlucky enough to have to join two datasets by something as fluid as company names (or worse, address lines), then you’ve experienced the challenges that come with programmatic cleansing. Take, for example, the records shown in Table 1.3. The number of ways different users might input the same address are staggering, and to a database, these variations are all equal in validity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source System Name</th>
<th>Address Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cloud CRM</td>
<td>293 1st Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Prem ERP</td>
<td>293 First Ave.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.3 Possible Data Inputs

To an analyst, these two addresses are clearly the same, but not so to a database. To avoid having to sift through millions of records, hunting for duplicates and valid links, you can leverage one of the tools in this category to ensure you’re making efficient use of your limited SAP HANA storage:

- SAP HANA smart data quality (SDQ)
- SAP Agile Data Preparation
- SAP Data Quality Management, microservices for location data

### SAP HANA Smart Data Quality

As a component of SDI, SDQ can be utilized to cleanse data already stored in SAP HANA, either in batch jobs during extractions from other systems or in real time as data becomes available to the SAP HANA system. SDQ is ultimately a subset of functions available to the SDI developer that can be included in flowgraphs, which is similar to the data quality transforms found in SAP Data Services, but only available with the appropriate license. While not as diverse as the data quality capabilities in SAP Data Services, SDQ is well suited for parsing and standardizing free-form text, without the need for an additional server, application, or licensing. However, you’ll need to take into account additional costs when cleansing address data is required. An annual subscription fee is required to access the most up-to-date address information across all SAP address cleansing solutions, including SAP Data Services. These address information files referred to as directories and are required for the different address cleansing engines to perform their logic. Once purchased, simply add the directories to the correct server location to enable validating and improving address data coming into your SAP HANA system.

Though only a subset of SDI, due to the numerous configurations required, we’ll explore SDQ extensively to ensure you get the most out of your decision to utilize
SDI as your SAP HANA provisioning tool. However, SDQ is not the only method that an organization can use to enhance data quality in their SAP HANA systems.

**SAP Agile Data Preparation**

SAP Agile Data Preparation, shown in Figure 1.6, is the most business analyst-friendly provisioning method discussed in this book. If you’re familiar with the self-service business intelligence trend popularized by tools such as SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence and SAP Lumira, SAP Agile Data Preparation extends the reach of that trend deeper into backend systems by offering business users an easy-to-understand web interface to connect data sources, whether a remote database or a local file, and perform common database tasks such as joins, formulas, and even cleansing. SAP Agile Data Preparation is, like SDI, an SAP HANA XSA application accessible with a web browser.

SAP Agile Data Preparation itself is ultimately an SAP HANA XSA application that, similar to SAP Data Services, translates a user’s configurations, transformation, and cleansing rules into backend SQL commands. However, these commands are not limited by user sessions in any way. Rather than obscuring a user’s “development” behind the finished product, the process itself is exportable. Once a user has written code, this code can be saved and shared to improve reusability and standardization. Exporting an SAP Agile Data Preparation job shows the underlying commands generated, which are in fact SDI flowgraphs. Thus, these flowgraphs can be sent to IT as a prototype, enabling IT to better understand what the business needs really are and to improve the development process.

SAP Agile Data Preparation, while an extension of the SAP HANA platform, does not however actually require an SAP HANA instance. SAP also offers an SaaS SAP Agile Data Preparation solution via the SAP Cloud Platform. We’ll cover how to set up both on-premise and cloud SAP Agile Data Preparation in depth in Chapter 4.

**SAP Data Quality Management, Microservices for Location Data**

In addition to SAP Agile Data Preparation, SDQ and the data quality transforms found in SAP Data Services, we’ll be covering one final data quality product, SAP Data Quality Management, microservices for location data. Microservices are much like they sound, micro. Microservices are application programming interface (API) endpoints that do one thing and one thing only. This granularity allows developers plug in services as needed and allows the owners of the service to easily manage and debug them. SAP announced its foray into the microservices realm by pulling out the most complicated pieces of the ETL process, address cleansing and geocoding.

Through a cloud service, you can visit the microservices web page to view usage, billing, and connection information (see Figure 1.7). However, in order to actually leverage the service, you need to integrate programmatically through SAP Data Services or another application backend.

Figure 1.6  SAP Agile Data Preparation User Interface

Figure 1.7  SAP Cloud Platform Cockpit Microservices Page
As we’ll see in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, these processes offer numerous options and require annual updates. If these setup costs, both in time and money, seem prohibitive, the microservices route might be a better choice instead. We’ll walk you through the simple process of setting up your microservices account, as well as some common use cases, and describe the integration process of using SAP Data Quality Management microservices into common applications.

1.1.3 Replication

The final category of data provisioning tools is also the simplest. Replication is the purest form of data transference: Table A in System 1 should match Table A in System 2. Complexity comes into play during execution. How often is System1/TableA updated? How often should System2/TableA be refreshed? Should System1 push the data to System2, or should System2 pull the data from System1? How will you detect changes in System1? These questions can be answered by a replication tool. Not included in the following is SAP Data Services, where replication via real-time jobs can be achieved, but these other tools require much less development to implement:

- SAP Landscape Transformation Replication Server
- SAP HANA smart data integration (SDI)

With this grouping mind, you should have a clear understanding of where to direct your attention given a particular use case and the tools available to you. Use Table 1.4 to quickly determine the right tools, based on the type of provisioning and business need, for either batch (B) (i.e., periodic) processing or real-time (RT) (i.e., immediate) processing. Please note that SDQ is a component of SDI; thus, technically, SDI performs cleansing functions as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Manipulate</th>
<th>Copy</th>
<th>Cleanse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAP Data Services</td>
<td>B/RT</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B/RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP HANA smart data integration (SDI)</td>
<td>B/RT</td>
<td>B/RT</td>
<td>B/RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP HANA smart data quality</td>
<td>B/RT</td>
<td></td>
<td>B/RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP Data Quality Management</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP Agile Data Preparation</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP Landscape Transformation Replication Server</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.4 Tools for Batch and Real-Time Capabilities

SAP Landscape Transformation runs on the SAP NetWeaver stack. Trigger-based replication has been a staple of many database architectures for years; however, just like SQL has its own flavors, replication too can vary by database brand and version, in this case SAP ERP and SAP Business Warehouse, on which your application is installed. The SAP LT Replication Server fills the gap nicely at the application level, much like SAP Data Services, but with a core focus on real-time replication rather than ETL.

SAP LT Replication Server provides a cockpit view for setting up tables to be initialized, replicated, and reloaded. Generally, once set up, you shouldn’t need to revisit the cockpit outside of occasional maintenance or troubleshooting, as shown in Figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8 SAP LT Replication Server Cockpit View

True, for some transformation capabilities, all of which we’ll cover in this book, the SAP LT Replication Server shines in its ability to simplify the replication of SAP data into a target enterprise data warehouse (EDW). In this chapter, we’ll dive into what capabilities exists, how we can leverage these capabilities to generate real-time views of our data, and when best to leverage the SAP LT Replication Server in your provisioning strategy.

1.2 How Are These Tools Used Together?

Now that we’ve touched on each tool individually, you should understand why using all of these tools to their fullest extent within a single organization is rather unlikely. In fact, with so many overlapping functionalities, more likely, only two or three of
these tools will be heavily utilized in a production scenario. While we’re used to seeing some common pairings, ultimately every environment will require a different combination tool.

One of the most challenging decisions for anyone new to the SAP EIM space is deciphering when to utilize one or more of the ETL tools described in this book. While these tools overlap in many ways, each of them excel in one or more areas that the others aren’t designed to support. Over the years, the authors have come to rely upon the following three criteria in order to arrive at the appropriate mix for a given environment:

- **Scope:** How many unique data storage solutions are within the scope of your provisioning strategy?
- **Quality:** How much transformation, cleansing, and manipulation is required before the data becomes meaningful/useful?
- **Latency:** How quickly must the target system (SAP HANA in the case of this book) be updated relative to the data being written to the source system?

Simply asking these three questions often requires booking a conference room for a week. As depicted in Figure 1.9, none of these questions are meant to build on the other, and not all of them will hold equal weight in the final tool mix your organization decides on.

![Figure 1.9 Latency, Quality, and Scope](image)

The following three matrices, Table 1.5, Table 1.6, and Table 1.7, can help you narrow down the optimal tool mix for your situation.
**1. Introduction**

For example, let’s assume that after reviewing the requirements our scope, quality, and latency, we determine that we wish to utilize SAP HANA as our EDW, with no separate staging or archival system. We acknowledge that, after reviewing the sources of our data, some manipulation will be required to unify the systems, but not much, and that our users are comfortable with nightly data refreshes. As a result, we see SDI and SAP Data Services support all three requirements, with SAP Data Services offering more capability when it comes to data quality and manipulation. If we are not confident in our quality assessment, we might lean more towards SAP Data Services, however, in this scenario we are at least certain that neither SAP LT Replication Server nor SAP Agile Data Preparation will meet our needs.

That said, by far the most common scenario we’ve seen is leveraging SAP LT Replication Server and SAP Data Services to provide near real-time reporting outside of SAP ERP. This scenario is probably prevalent because of the popularity of the SAP HANA sidecar architecture, which enables SAP customers to query massive volumes of SAP ERP transactional data directly, without having to reinstall and migrate their SAP ERP environment. Instead, SAP LT Replication Server (or sometimes SAP Data Services batch jobs) can replicate the data to SAP HANA tables.

However, often, customers still need to use “helper tables,” tables that provide flags and other user information, to get the most out their transactional data. Thus, SAP Data Services provides batch processing to generate keys, perform lookups, and fill in other gaps that neither the SAP LT Replication Server nor SAP HANA views could effectively resolve.

### Table 1.7 Utilize this Table to Determine which Tools Best Support your Latency Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAP Data Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch Processing</td>
<td>Great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-Time</td>
<td>Great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing</td>
<td>Real-Time Replication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of course, nothing prevents you from leveraging SDI to do the same thing as SAP Data Services in some scenarios. Further, of course, due to its integration capabilities, if you’re using SAP Agile Data Preparation, you’ll probably want to leverage the export process to flowgraph functionality for developing reusable and standardized logic. Ultimately, the architect is the one to decide, while system administrators and business users must decipher which tools should be utilized for which purposes.

**Example**

Let’s look at a hypothetical use case where every tool plays a role within an imaginary enterprise information management team at a large international organization, MaxWidgets, Inc.

MaxWidgets is a large organization that has grown via several international acquisitions. As a result, numerous ERP and EDW systems are spread throughout the world, the largest of which are in Beijing, Ireland, and Memphis, TN. The executive team is struggling to get a clear picture of total sales by region because each region has their own method of collecting sales data. Some data is easy and comes in via the online store, but many customers visit local branches and make purchases through in-person sales representatives, who, unfortunately, aren’t patient with the CRM tool. The deliveries, especially in Beijing, are often managed by individual reps and rarely tie back to the billing address on the order. While the Memphis and Ireland sales data is pretty consistent, these branches have far more sales and generate several times the amount of records per day, compared to the Beijing branch.

Now, let’s say that leadership has decided to move all sales data into SAP HANA; however, not all of the data is created equal. We already know the address data in Beijing has tons of duplicates and errors as the sales reps key in only the bare minimum into the CRM to complete the opportunity entry, but Memphis is running a leg-acy SAP ERP system on old hardware, and Ireland has a homegrown BI application that only publishes on-demand reports that are essentially stored procedures that call back to JavaServer Pages (JSPs).

Digging into the Ireland BI application, you realize that a massive ETL effort is required to recreate the stored procedure and JSP logic. You decide to put all of your SAP Data Services resources on the task, and slowly but surely, you begin extracting the Ireland data straight into your SAP HANA tables. However, you can’t afford to wait on an available SAP Data Services resource to begin work on the Beijing and Memphis data, so you turn to your SAP HANA team for assistance. They propose pulling the Beijing data via SDI; however, they recommend cleaning up the data in transit. Not much more transformation is required outside of the cleansing, and you...
don't own Beijing address directories, so you decide to keep the SDI layer simple for now and instead use the SAP Data Quality Management microservice for Beijing. In this way, if you decide to convert the Beijing sales data to an SAP Data Services job, switching over will be easier.

With Beijing and Ireland out of the way, you turn your sights to the legacy SAP system in Memphis. They've been talking about upgrading the system for years, but haven't gotten around to it. You know what tables you need, but nightly batches would strain the old servers, so you decide to leverage SAP LT Replication Server and replicate each record as it comes in in real time. SAP Basis gets you up and running, but then you realize something is off about the customer master—it seems old. Turns out the business has been maintaining the customer master outside of SAP through a combination of Excel files and Microsoft SQL Server databases that reference SAP document numbers. After all, the old system has been "about to go away" for years. Rather than trying to piece these files together with the few SAP Data Services developers you have available, you decide to use SAP Agile Data Preparation and allow the business to continue to map sales headers to their SQL database. This slight change to their current process still should reduce the number of Excel files floating around, and that's something everyone can get on board with.

1.3 Summary

In this chapter, we focused on the high-level strengths of each tool, providing a pretty thorough inventory of the provisioning options available for SAP HANA from SAP. In the next few chapters, we'll take a close look at each of these applications, describe how to get started working with them, and discuss some common pitfalls you may encounter along the way. First, let's focus on SDI, including how to get it up and running and how to get started provisioning SAP HANA.
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